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K - 2
bark 

bat 

bit 

bolt 

bowl 

box 

can

1. the sound a dog makes
2. external covering on trees

1. piece of wood used to hit a
baseball

2. a flying mammal

1. past tense of bite
2. the mouthpiece of a bridle
3. a small amount of anything
4. a removable drilling tool

1. bright line of light during a
storm

2. go fast
3. piece of metal with a wide part

at one end and a screw at the
other end

1. a round container with curving
sides used for preparing or
serving foods and liquids

2. a large stadium or theater
3. to play the game of bowling

1. four sided container made of
hard material

2. to fight with the hands while
using thick gloves

1. closed metal container usually
shaped like a cylinder that
holds food or drink

2. to be able to do something

check 

clip 

club 

file 

fly 

foot

1. to mark something showing
completion

2. piece of paper used to make
a payment

3. get information by looking at,
asking about, or feeling
something

1. to make something shorter by
cutting

2. small piece of metal or
plastic that holds things
together

1. type of sandwich
2. group of people that

participate in an activity
3. metal stick used to hit a golf

ball

1. collection of similar papers or
documents

2. metal tool used to make
rough surfaces smooth

1. a bug
2. the opening in a piece of

clothing
3. control an airplane as it

moves through the air

1. part of the leg a person or
animal stands

2. unit of measurement
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K - 2

gum 

hard 

hide 

hit 

jam 

last 

left 

seal 

1. a sticky substance chewed with 
the teeth 

2. the skin around your teeth 

1. very firm or solid 
2. physically or mentally difficult 

1. to put something where it can't 
be seen 

2. the skin of an animal 

1. to cause something to move by 
hitting it forcefully with something 
else  

2. something that is very successful 

1. a sweet food made of fruit and 
sugar 

2. to painfully crush a part of your 
body 

3. to play music informally 

1. to come after others 
2. to continue in time 

1. location closer to the left side of 
the body 

2. past tense of leave  

1. a large animal that lives in the 
sea 

2. to close something tightly 
3. official mark to show something is 

genuine

shake 

sink 

stamp 

star 

tire

1. to move back and forth 
quickly 

2. drink made of ice cream and 
flavored syrup(s) 

1. a wide bowl with a faucet for 
water and a drain at the 
bottom usually on a counter 

2. to go down below the surface 
of water or mud 

1. a piece of paper stuck on an 
envelope to pay for the cost 
of mailing it 

2. a tool used to mark something 
with a design 

3. to bring your foot down 
heavily and noisily 

1. a symbol or shape with 5 
sides 

2. a famous and successful 
performer or athlete 

1. to feel that you need to rest 
2. a rubber ring that fits around 

the wheel of a car or bike
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3 - 5
1. plural form of leaf 
2. to go away from a place 

1. the brightness produced by 
the sun, fire, a lamp, etc. 

2. not heavy 
3. not dark or deep in color 

1. a heavy section of tree that 
has fallen or been cut down 

2. a record of travel 

1. that which belongs to me 
2. a pit or tunnel from which 

minerals are taken 

1. a soft substance that grows 
on the surface of damp or 
rotting things 

2. a container used to give it's 
shape to something that is 
poured or pressed into it 

1. a small area of water 
2. a game played on a long 

table with sticks and colored 
balls 

3. a group of people who do 
the same activity together 

1. a unit of weight 
2. a place where stray animals 

are kept 
3. to hit something with force

leaves  

light  

log  

mine  

mold  

pool 

pound

1. a large heavy animal with thick 
hair and sharp claws 

2. something that is hard to do 

1. a document that says how much 
money you owe for something 
you've bought 

2. a bird's beak 

1. a color 
2. sad or unhappy 

1. to be uninterested in something 
2. to make a hole in something with 

a tool 

1. a part of something that is 
designed to be held in your hand 

2. to manage or control something 

1. the part of your body that 
contains your brain, eyes, ears, 
nose, and mouth 

2. to go to another place 

1. to pull quickly on something 
2. a person who is not well liked or 

treats others badly 

1. a son or daughter 
2. a young goat 

1. to be nice to and want to help 
others 

2. a large number or variety of 
things or people

bear 

bill  

blue  

bore  

handle  

head  

jerk 

kid  

kind 
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3 - 5
1. the small, black, round area at 

the center of the eye 
2. a person who is being taught 

1. a piece of sports equipment 
used to hit a ball or other 
object 

2. to make noise 

1. a place where people practice 
hitting golf balls 

2. a series of numbers that 
includes the highest and lowest 
possible amounts 

3. a series of mountains or hills in 
a line 

1. a type of vegetable 
2. to press into a flat or flatter 

shape 
3. a game played with rackets 

and a rubber ball on a court 
with 4 walls 

1. a building in which horses are 
kept 

2. not easily moved 

1. to control the direction in which 
something moves 

2. a male cow 

1. to be very serious in an 
unfriendly way 

2. the back part of a boat or ship

pupil  

racket  

range  

squash  

stable  

steer  

stern
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6 - 8

1. to rush toward 
2. to create a record of an 

amount of money that is 
owed 

1. a desert made of cooked fruit 
covered with a thick crust 

2. someone who fixes shoes 

1. a long post made of steel, 
stone etc. used as a support 
in a building 

2. a group of printed or written 
items shown one under the 
other down a page 

1. a business organization that 
sells products or services 

2. guests or visitors to your home 

1. a type of bird 
2. a big machine used for lifting 

heavy things 

1. a particular day of a month or 
year 

2. a small, sweet, brown fruit 
3. to do an activity with 

someone you have a romantic 
relationship with 

1. to cover with frosting like on a 
cake 

2. a thin layer of ice that forms 
on the ground when the air 
gets cold

charge  

cobbler  

column  

company  

crane  

date  

frost 

lash 

late 

like 

loom  

marker  

minor  

mint

1. to tie something to an object 
with a rope, cord, or chain 

2. to make a sudden angry attack 
against someone 

3. a hair that grows on top of the 
eyelid 

1. coming or happening after the 
expected or desired time 

2. a time at the end of the day 
after the sun has gone down 

1. something you approve of or 
enjoy 

2. similar to (something or 
someone) 

1. a machine used to weave 
threads 

2. appear in a large, frightening 
form, often in a sudden way 

1. a type of pen that makes wide 
lines 

2. a sign or object that shows the 
location of something 

1. not very serious 
2. a person who isn't old enough 

to have the rights of an adult 

1. an herb that has a strong smell 
and taste that is used in 
medicine and food 

2. a place where money is made
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6 - 8
1. a device used for showing, 

watching, or listening to 
something  

2. to watch, observe, listen to, or 
check something for a period 
of time 

1. a long written story 
2. something new and different 

from what has been known 
before 

1. a person who receives medical 
care 

2. ability to remain calm when 
dealing with problems 

1. knocking down all 10 pins with 
the first ball when bowling 

2. to cause a match to start 
burning by rubbing it against a 
surface 

3. when workers stop work to 
force an employer to agree to 
their demands 

1. a set of clothes made from the 
same material used to look 
professional 

2. all the cards that have the 
same symbol in a pack of 
playing cards 

3. a process by which a court of 
law decides to end a 
disagreement between people 
or organizations

monitor 

novel  

patient  

strike  

suit 

tackle 

trace

1. the act of forcing a player with 
the ball to the ground 

2. the equipment used for a 
particular activity (especially 
fishing) 

1. to draw the outline of 
something 

2. a very small amount of 
something
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9 - 12
1. a metal or plastic device 

attached to the end of a belt 
2. to bend or collapse from 

pressure 

1. a piece of furniture used for 
storing things 

2. a group of people who give 
advice to the leader 

1. a tv or radio station 
2. a path, tube, or long narrow 

place where water flows 

1. a person who teaches and 
trains an athlete or performer 

2. a large bus with seating used 
for long trips 

1. happening or existing now 
2. a flow of electricity 

1. made to fit the needs or 
requirements of a particular 
person 

2. an action or way of behaving 
that is traditional among 
people in a particular group 
or place 

1. a person trained to treat sick 
and injured people 

2. to change something in order 
to trick or deceive people

buckle  

cabinet  

channel  

coach  

current  

custom 

doctor

draft 

grave  

ground  

harbor  

hatch  

plane 

prune

1. cool air moving in a closed space 
2. a version of something (like a 

document) that you make before 
you make the final version 

1. a hole in the ground for burying a 
dead body 

2. very serious 

1. an area of land 
2. type of beef used for making 

hamburgers 
3. to connect a wire or device 

electrically to the ground for 
safety 

1. a part of the ocean that is next 
to land and provides safety for 
ships 

2. a place of safety and comfort 

1. to be born by coming out of an 
egg 

2. an opening in the deck of a ship 

1. a vehicle with wings that carries 
people or things in the air 

2. to make a piece of wood smooth 
or level by cutting off thin pieces 

1. a dried plum 
2. to cut off some branches of a 

tree or bush so it will look or grow 
better
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9 - 12
refrain  

reservation  

riot  

sanction  

season  

sentence 

solution 

spare

1. a correct answer to a 
problem 

2. a liquid in which something 
has been dissolved 

1. something extra that is kept 
to be used if it is needed 

2. to prevent someone or 
something from 
experiencing or being 
affected by something 
unpleasant 

3. knocking down all 10 pins 
with the first two balls in 
bowling 

1. not do something 
2. a phrase or verse that is 

repeated in a poem or song 

1. to have a room, table, or seat 
held for your use at a later 
time 

2. an area of land that is kept 
as a separate place for 
Native Americans to live 

1. a situation in which a large 
group of people behave in an 
violent and uncontrolled way 

2. someone or something that is 
very funny 

1. an action taken or order 
given to force someone to 
obey a law 

2. official permission or 
approval 

1. one of the four periods into 
which the year is divided 

2. to add salt, pepper, or spices 
to give it more flavor 

1. a group of words that 
express a statement, 
question, command, or wish 

2. the punishment given by a 
court of law
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